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ED22M - Exit Device
The Kaba ED22M has been designed to operate in
conjunction with the renowned Kaba MS2 mortice lock.
The ED22M offers all the security functions of the MS2 mortice lock whilst providing a fast and
convenient means of escape in the case of an emergency. The exit device is supplied with
convenient mounting plates, providing fast, secure and easy thru fixing to timber doors.
Incorporating the MS2 also offers the benefit of providing external door trim options reserved
for the MS mortice, for example, plate furniture, pull handles and the like.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

The ED22M is supplied complete with ED22 exit device and
MS2ED (modified for double doors) mortice lock.
Length
Supplied in 1060mm standard length. Can be field sized to
645mm minimum length.
Mounting
>> Timber – Mounting plates and thru fixing screws
(supplied).
>>

Metal/Aluminium – Fixing direct to metal surface less
mount plates (fixings not included). Drill and tap
recommended.

Stile
115mm to suit metal/aluminium where mounting plates are
not used. A mid rail is required if mounting plates are fitted
or if the door opening is greater than 1050mm.
Door Thickness
35mm up to 50mm thick door as standard. Thicker doors
on application.
Fixings
Supplied as standard with fixings for surface & thru fixing
(surface fixings supplied as self-tapping timber screws).
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Dogging
Hex (Allen) key type supplied as standard. Cylinder dogging
by external hold back cylinder.
Note: Fire doors cannot include dogging due to fire
regulations.

Fire rated
A fire rated version of the ED22M (ED22MF) is available.
This version comes without the dogging function.
The ED22MF has been successfully tested on fire door
assemblies in accordance with Australian Standard AS1905
Part 1: Fire door sets.

Handing
Reversible

FIRE RATED

When specifying/ordering add suffix “F” to code,
eg. ED22MFSSS.
Note: Fire doors cannot include dogging due to fire
regulations.

Finish
Satin Stainless Steel (SSS)
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DESCRIPTION
ED22M - Exit Only Mortice Lock - 1060mm SSS
ED22M - Exit Only Mortice Lock (Fire rated) - 1060mm SSS
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